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ABSTRACT: Sensitive detection of trimethylamine both in
aqueous and gaseous phases has been accomplished using an
inexpensive colorimetric sensor array. Distinctive color change
patterns provide facile discrimination over a wide range of
concentrations for trimethylamine with >99% accuracy of
classification. Calculated limits of detection are well below the
diagnostically significant concentration for trimethylaminuria
(fish malodor syndrome). The sensor array shows good
reversibility after multiple uses and is able to cleanly discriminate
trimethylamine from similar amine odorants. Portable sensing of
trimethylamine vapors at ppb concentrations is described using a
cell phone camera or a hand-held optoelectronic nose. Application of the sensor array in detecting mouth and skin odor as a
potential tool for portable diagnosis of trimethylaminuria is also illustrated.

Trimethylaminuria (TMAU), also known as fish malodor
syndrome, is a metabolic disorder characterized by

excessive accumulation of malodorous trimethylamine (TMA)
in breath, sweat, and urine;1−4 TMAU is due to diminished
activity of the flavin-containing monooxygenase-3 (FMO3)
enzyme, which normally metabolizes TMA to the odorless
trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO). The prevalence of deficiency
in FMO3 activity varies significantly among ethnic populations,
ranging from <1% in the U.K. to 11% in New Guinea.1,4 As
such, there is a pressing need for a highly sensitive and selective
sensor for the medical diagnosis of trimethylaminuria1 and
regular monitoring of TMA concentrations during treatment.
A number of analytical methods have been applied to detect

TMA or other biogenic amines, including gas/high perform-
ance liquid chromatography,5,6 ion mobility spectrometry,7,8

quartz crystal microbalance,9,10 and chemiresistive sensors (e.g.,
electronic nose techniques).11−16 Most of these methods,
however, require expensive instrumentation, complicated
preparation of the sensors, lack of portability, or long times
for analysis.
Traditional electronic nose technology suffers from sensor

drift, poor selectivity, and environmental sensitivity (e.g., to
changes in humidity or to interferents).16−18 The interactions
between analytes and sensors are generally dominated by
physical sorption or a single chemical interaction, which gives a
limited dimensionality to the resulting data. For example, gas
sensors based on the weak interaction between TMA and
Co(II)-imidazolate framework or α-Fe2O3/TiO2 nanostructure
can only reach detection limits of several ppm.19,20 Swager and
co-workers have reported chemiresistive detectors made from
Co porphyrin/carbon nanotube composites that exhibit sub-
ppm sensitivity toward biogenic amines in 30 s; these sensors,
however, cannot distinguish types of amines.21 A multidimen-

sional sensor array based on various chemical properties
therefore becomes essential to distinguish among various
potential biomarkers for analytical purposes.
In comparison, colorimetric sensor arrays have a broad

analyte response, good environmental tolerance, and high
selectivity; they are also small, fast, disposable, and can be
analyzed using inexpensive equipment.22−25 We have devel-
oped and improved an optoelectronic nose that uses
colorimetric sensor arrays to detect and identify various
analytes, ranging from toxic gases26−29 to beverages,30 micro-
organisms,31 and even energetic materials.32−35 Application of
colorimetric arrays to the detection of amines for meat spoilage
has also been recently reported.36 Colorimetric sensor arrays
rely on strong intermolecular interactions between the analytes
and a chemically diverse set of cross-responsive dyes; the arrays
use porous organically modified siloxanes (ormosils) or
polymeric plasticizers37−39 to immobilize the chemically
responsive colorants, whose UV−vis absorbances are altered
by Brønsted and Lewis acid−base interactions, redox reactions,
vapochromism/solvatochromism, and so forth.
Herein, we report an inexpensive and sensitive colorimetric

method for rapid detection of gaseous and aqueous TMA. All
20 sensor elements were rigorously optimized in their
formulations by adjusting the dye amount and pH to enhance
their sensitivity, and three main classes of colorants were
incorporated (Table S1): (1) metal-containing dyes (e.g.,
Zn(II) metalloporphyrin) that respond to Lewis basicity to
simulate mammalian olfactory receptors,40,41 (2) pH indicators
that respond to Brønsted basicity, and (3) dyes with large
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permanent dipoles (i.e., vapochromic dyes) that respond to
local polarity.42,43 We make use of highly porous sol−gel
formulations to obtain a better responsiveness to gaseous
analytes as well as the ideal hydrophobicity of the matrix to
minimize the dissolution of the dyes during liquid sensing.

The arrays were linearized for improved gas flow path and
printed robotically (Figure S1), then mounted on a snap-
together, disposable cartridge (Figure 1a); the low dead volume
of this configuration greatly improves the array response time.
Digital images of the arrays were acquired before and after
exposure to dilute gas mixtures or aqueous solutions using an
ordinary flatbed scanner (Epson Perfection V600, Figure 1b
and Figure S2). Color difference maps were generated from

changes in red, green, and blue values of each spot upon
exposure to analytes. Figure 2 shows sensor array responses to a
series of concentrations of gaseous and aqueous TMA after 2
min exposure: significant color changes were observed by the
naked eye even at sub-ppm levels (Figure S3). The biggest
responses are from solvatochromic dyes (spots 1 and 2), pH
indicators (spots 4−6 and 8−11), and metal-containing dyes
(spots 16−18), which reflects the changes in local polarity,
Brønsted basicity, and Lewis basicity, respectively, induced by
the presence of TMA. Color difference maps as a function of
TMA concentration are readily distinguished from one another
even by eye before any statistical analysis. The response curves
for both gaseous and aqueous TMA detection are more than
90% equilibrated within 2 min at most concentrations based on
total array response in Euclidean distance (Figure S4).
Although the array is meant to be a disposable, it shows
excellent reversibility between different concentrations of TMA
(Figure S5).
For a semiquantitative analysis of the sensor array responses,

we made use of a standard chemometric approach, hierarchical
cluster analysis (HCA),44,45 to group color changes by
concentration. The advantages of HCA are that it deals well
with high dimensional data and is inherently model-free in its
analysis (i.e., unsupervised). The clustering of vectors is based
on their positions in the 60-dimensional Euclidean space (i.e.,
the changes in RGB values for each of the 20 sensor spots).
Figure 3 shows the HCA dendrogram for 2 min exposure to
both gaseous and aqueous TMA. In septuplicate trials, all 15
TMA concentrations and two controls show tight clustering
without error in clustering 119 cases. Even in the low
concentration cases (5 and 10 μM of aqueous TMA; 0.1 and
0.25 ppm of gaseous TMA), good separation of clusters was
still observed with no misidentifications.
A more sophisticated, but supervised, classification method,

support vector machine (SVM) analysis, was used to create
optimized classifiers. Unlike clustering methods such as HCA,
SVM is a predictive method designed to classify new incoming

Figure 1. Colorimetric sensor array for TMA detection. (a) Linearized
20-element sensor array for vapor detection; the array was mounted on
a polycarbonate cartridge with an O-ring placed in a groove and a glass
slide cover in place, which provides an ideal flow path for analytes and
a flow volume of <180 μL (77 × 4.5 × 0.5 mm). (b) Schematic of the
experimental setup consisting of a closed Petri dish containing 10 mL
of a buffered aqueous TMA solution, an array positioned in the
solution, and an ordinary flatbed scanner for imaging.

Figure 2. Average responses of the sensor array to different concentrations of (a) gaseous and (b) aqueous TMA and controls, each run in
septuplicate trials. For visualization, the color range is expanded from 4 to 8 bits per color (i.e., RGB color range of 4−19 expanded to 0−255).
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data that is not part of the training database. SVM classification
is based on pairwise class prediction and focuses on the data

most likely to be misclassified (i.e., the so-called support
vectors) using a specific transformation function (kernel) that
best separates the data for any given pair of classes.
Classification accuracy can be estimated using cross-validation
methods that split the database and create classifiers based on
training and evaluation data subsets. SVM results using a leave-
one-out permutation method of cross-validation are shown in
Table S2. No misclassifications were found among either
gaseous or aqueous samples, i.e., the error rate of predictive
classification is <1% out of 119 trials.
We estimate the limits of detection (LODs) for gaseous and

aqueous TMA by extrapolating from the observed array
responses at relevant concentrations. We define the LOD as
the concentration needed to give three times the S/N versus
background for the largest response among the 60 color
difference vectors. The calculated LODs for TMA are 4 ppb in
gas phase and 2.3 μM in the aqueous media (Figure S6). The
LOD of TMA gas is comparable to the threshold of human
olfactory receptors (2.5 ppb),46 whereas that of aqueous TMA
is well below the threshold for the appearance of fish malodor
symptoms (10 μg/mL, i.e., 169 μM).47 Our LODs are also well
below the NIOSH/OSHA permissible exposure limit (PEL) of
TMA, i.e., 10 ppm for long-term exposure; as a toxic gaseous
irritant, TMA can cause health issues such as headaches, nausea,
and skin burns.
For the two LODs obtained in different phases to be

compared, Henry’s law was employed to calculate the gaseous
equivalent of the aqueous concentration. Using the appropriate
Henry solubility constant (i.e., 0.47 mol m−3 Pa−1),48,49 the
equilibrium partial pressure of TMA vapor above the aqueous
solution at its LOD is estimated to be ∼50 ppb, which is ∼10
times higher than the gaseous LOD. This reflects the effect of
interference from water on the response of the sensor array.

Figure 3. Dendrogram of hierarchical cluster analysis for TMA at different concentrations in gases or in solutions with two controls; 119 trials. All of
the concentrations were clearly discriminable from each other.

Figure 4. Two-dimensional principal component analysis score plot
for septuplicate trials of (a) gaseous amines at 1 and 10 ppm and a
control and (b) aqueous amines at 10 and 100 μM and a control.
Overlap is observed only between 10 and 100 μM TMAO.
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Although LODs are well-defined mathematically, they
represent only the point at which the array detects something,
but does not tell the identity of the analyte. The point at which
one can discriminate one analyte from another is the limit of
recognition (LOR), which is inherently less well-defined
because it depends upon the library of analytes among which
one wishes to differentiate. Here, we have examined five
representative amines (ammonia, dimethylamine (DA), methyl-
amine (MA), hydrazine (HY), and methylhydrazine (MH)) as
low molecular weight analogues to TMA as well as its N-oxide
metabolite, TMAO; all analytes were tested both in aqueous
media and as gases (except the solid TMAO) at two
concentrations (10 and 100 μM for solutions; 1 and 10 ppm
for gases). The HCA dendrogram shows that all gaseous
amines are perfectly clustered (Figue S7); among the aqueous
samples, the array data does not differentiate between the 10
and 100 μM trials of TMAO (Figure S7), presumably due to
the relatively low sensitivity of our sensor to TMAO, which is
only a weak base50 (pKa = 4.7). It is clear that the sensor array
is able to distinguish TMA from other amines or TMAO in
both gaseous and aqueous phases, and we conclude that the
LOR for TMA relative to five similar amino odorants is well
below 1 ppm in the gas phase and 10 μM in aqueous media.
For the array’s specificity toward TMA to be better

elucidated, principal component analysis (PCA)51,52 was
performed to give a measurement of the dimensionality of
the database. A relatively high dimensionality among various

amines at two concentrations was expected and indeed
observed (Figure S8): 10 dimensions are required to capture
90% of the total variance of all gaseous samples and 8
dimensions for aqueous ones, which is consistent with the wide
range of analyte chemical properties probed by the sensor array.
Despite the high dimensionality, good discrimination is
provided even by just the first two principal components, as
shown in Figure 4. As with the HCA, all gaseous analytes were
differentiable from each other, and all aqueous analytes were
differentiable except for 10 and 100 μM TMAO.
For point of care diagnosis, portability of the imaging device

is paramount. To that end, we have very recently developed a
hand-held reader53 that uses a diaphragm micropump to sample
analyte gases and a color contact image sensor (CIS) to collect
colorimetric data; the hand-held reader has shown promising
applications in the discrimination of homemade explosives.33,35

In addition, we have also examined the use of a cell phone
camera, which has the added advantage of ready availability; cell
phone imaging has just begun to find analytical applica-
tions.54,55 We therefore collected sensor array responses at
designated concentrations of TMA vapors using our hand-held
reader and an iPhone 5s (Figure S9), which both show similar
sensor response patterns to those collected by the flatbed
scanner (Figure S10); HCA gives 100% accuracy of clustering
by scanning methods and then by TMA concentration in 147
trials (Figure S11). LOD measurements show the sensitivity of

Figure 5. (a) Experimental setup for mouth or skin odor simulation using the hand-held device; headspace gas was sampled from 2 mL TMA
solution in a beaker for the mouth odor test or from filter paper soaked in 0.5 mL of TMA solution for the skin odor test. (b) Averaged sensor array
response to different concentrations of TMA and controls; healthy controls were collected from the author (from mouth and axilla for (a) and (b),
respectively). Each sample was collected in septuplicate. For display purposes, S/N ratios of 3−10 were scaled on an 8-bit RGB color scale (i.e., 0−
255).
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three devices to TMA vapors: hand-held scanner, 3 ppb;
flatbed, 4 ppb; cellphone, 6 ppb (Figure S12).
In a simulation of skin or mouth odor test for diagnosis of

trimethylaminuria, we used this hand-held reader to monitor
the volatiles from filter papers soaked in TMA solutions or
headspace TMA vapors (Figure 5). Mouth odor simulations
generally gain higher responses than skin ones after two min of
exposure. In patients with trimethylaminuria, the threshold for
fish malodor symptoms is defined at TMA concentrations in
urine of 10 μg/mL, i.e., 169 μM.47 Our simulations (Figure 5
and Figure S13) show clear discrimination among diagnosti-
cally significant concentrations of TMA, blank, and healthy
controls with calculated detection limits of ∼5 μM for mouth
odor simulations and ∼2 μM for skin ones, which are
comparable to the results obtained from the flatbed scanner.
In conclusion, we have developed a simple and portable

colorimetric sensor for the detection of trimethylamine from
vapor or aqueous solution using various imaging devices with
relevance to point of care diagnosis of a genetic and metabolic
disease, trimethylaminuria (TMAU). Apparent color differences
shown by the sensor arrays allow for a quick identification of
trimethylamine concentration even by eye. LODs for trimethyl-
amine in the gas phase are a few ppb and in aqueous phase a
few μM, which are well below the diagnostically significant
concentration for TMAU. We have examined new methods for
portable acquisition of colorimetric data and, importantly, made
comparisons between them (e.g., flat bed scanner vs cell phone
camera vs customized line scanner hand-held imagers).
Principal component analysis, hierarchical cluster analysis, and
support vector machine analysis all show excellent discrim-
inatory power over a wide range of concentrations for three
different imaging methods (including cell phone camera) with
error rates <1%. The sensor is robust and reusable after
multiple exposures. The optoelectronic nose promises to be a
useful point of care device for rapid, quantitative diagnosis and
monitoring of trimethylamine levels for patients with
trimethylaminuria.
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